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Probation Director
Spectator UNIVERSITY. To Talk on Monday

Seattle, Washington, Friday, February 23,1968

<^^"°

Jane Heffernan, director of
the King County Probation department, will speak Monday at

No.32

11 a.m. in the library auditorium.

— Her talk, entitled "Probation
and

Elections Monday, Tuesday:

zC Strengtheningof Society
Criminal Justice" will last until
1p.m.
Miss Heffernan, a 1961 psychology graduate of S.U., is a
former member of the Washington Citizens' Council on
Crime and Delinquency, and
currently active in the SeattleKing County Alcoholism Com-

Assembly Set Today

Today at noon in the gym, student government candidates for the final elections will speak. The two candidates for each elective position will present short talks.
Optional academic excuses formmaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
forum have beenIRunning for ASSU president
the
time permits afterI Larry Inman, head of the
are
the candidates' presentations,I
student senate, and FredBarnes,
the audience can I
minister. Competing for
Baptist
be
to the individual I office of ASSU first vice
the
are Thorn O'Rourke
theB president
On Monday
Healy, currently stuand
Dennis
Voting
I
take
dent
senators.
p.m. I
are
Monday
from
4 1 The candidates for ASSU publicity director are Paul Seely
will be inI
and Bob Vick. ASSU secretary
VOTING
Building, the I
candidates are Pattie Brown and
the
Mary Jo Logan, both of whom
Bookstore
the Library.

Veto Undercutting

are ASSU executive secretaries.
CANDIDATES for AWS vice
president are Marva Stanley
and Jeannie Mallette. AWS secretary hopefuls are Toni Clark
and Marsha Whalen.
AWS publicity director candidates are Kathy Litaker and Michelle Harvey.

JANE HEFFERNAN

mission.

Santa Clara Just Us' Group Here
At S.U. to Talk Things Over
By KERRY WEBSTER

"Let's Talk it Over," the
signs say, and a visiting

delegation of switched-on
Santa Clara University students have been busy doing
just that.
For the past week, it has been
A bill submitted in an sors, members of Theresa Mc- practically
impossible to walk
Senate CommitteeNo. 3.
attempt to undercut Presi- Bride'sstanding
into any nook or cranny on camThe
committee's
dent Hamilton's "comptrol- members, Theresa McBride, pus without finding one or two
ler veto" will be under discus- Bill Babb, Terry Greiner, Louise members of "Just Us" zealously
sion at Sunday's Senate meet- Pendar and Jack Fischer were leading a bull session of S.U.

Bill Introduced

appointed to make suggestions students.
based on the Taylor-Vaughters
"JUST US" is a non-organizareport.
tion founded at Santa Clara to
A RESOLUTION seeking ap- provoke
meaningful discussion
proval for changes in student
meaning
on
the
and direction of
parking restrictions has been
put forward by Dennis Healy. life. It worked out so well there
Healy feels his bill is necessary that the home organizationhas
toed by Hamilton.
money for "spread the
due to "student unrest and dis- raised
word" trips such as the current
COMING TO light in view of approval" of present parking odyssey
to S.U.
the Taylor-Vaughters report, a regulations.
Organizersof the venture hope
bill asking for approval of the
The senate will also discuss
incorporation procedures for bills for admission of the New that S.U. students will be interthe ASSU as an entity will also Conservatives to the Political ested enough to form a group of
be considered at the Sunday Union and for an additional $50 their own. To that end, a group
gathering.The bill would enable allotment to the Homecoming of 28 S.U. men and women will
better "control and utilization Fund to establish a scrapbook go to O'Dea High School here
of the funds entering and leav- capturing the activities of in Seattle from 9 a.m. to 1p.m.
today to try the program on for
ing S.U." according to the spon- Homecoming for later years.
size. The Santa Clarans will be
along, but the S.U. and O'Dea
students will do the talking.
"Just Us" members have
tried to provide a religious experience in their sessions, without scaring away students with
ing.
Submitted by Senator Ron
Perry, the bill would forbid
scholarship grants for the office
of comptroller. The senate passed a bill eliminating the office
two weeks ago, but it was ve-

Graduate in Four Years
Says Army Directive

S.J., and Sis Boyle lead a discussion group in Bellarmine
lobby. Members of the unique "non-organization" are enjoying a one-week stay at S.U.
morals, personal norms are terday, "but the individual stusome that crop up. In each, the dents have been the greatest,
student leaders try to pull the most enthusiastic people I've
conversation up from the level ever seen."
of the "gripe-fest," although
"Ican't understand where the
talk of "retreats" or "searches." griping is encouraged as an ini- apathy comes from," he conTogether with Fr. Joseph Ma- tial ice-breaker. Apathy is a tinued, "when you have such
great people around. It's really
guire, S.J., University Chaplain, favorite topic.
a series of special masses have
How have the Santa Clarans kind of frustrating."
been arranged by the group to found S.U.and its students?
The "Just Us" group will be
at S.U. until Sunday. They'll
coincide with student talk
"THERE IS an overall atmos- spend today and tomorrow gosessions.
phere of apathy evident," said ing to classes with S.U. stuAFTER a mass said last night Shawn Harker as he waited for dents, meetingpeople, and leadin the Chieftain lounge, partici- the "hootenanny" to begin yes- ing more talk sessions.
pating students held an informal
songfest along with the usual
session.

By TOM SWINT
ROTC students who fail to
graduate in four years may
have to accept their commissions without a degree because
of the current urgent need for
officers, according to a new
Army directive.
The number of major areas in
which graduated officers can be
granted delays from active duty for post-graduate study have

Replacing the former liberal
policy in granting such delays,
however, will be a stipulation
that the applicant must give a
"valid reason," such as hardship, financial difficulty, change
of major, or extraordinary requirements of a particular major.
BEGINNING with the graduating class of 1969, officers may
apply for post-graduate delay
only for specifically announced
subjects, for which the Army
has specified a need. All other
ROTC gradaute officers will be
immediately available for order
to their initial tour of active
duty.
"It is recognized that some
cadets who are now in their
junior year are pursuing subjects which will not be listed for
delay at the time of their grad-

JUST US: Santa Clara University students Joe Fessio,

Conversations in the informal
groups take many turns. The
University, the Church, modern

Conspiracy

Examined
Monday

Dallas U. Professor
Speaks at 1p.m. Today
Professor Frederick D. Wil-

helmsen,professor of philosophy

and politics at the University
of Dallas, will speak on "existentialism" at one p.m. this

afternoon in Bannan Room 102.
Sponsored by the Young Republicans, Professor Wilhelmsen
Hamish Fraser, a Latin-rite will lecture on "The Philosophialso been sharply reduced. OfCatholic layman, will speak at cal Origins of the Modern State"
noon Monday in Pigott Auditor- and "Existentialism: Martin
ficers will be granted delay only
ium. He will also deliver a talk Heidegger, Philosopher of
if they are pursuing a post-gradat 7:30 p.m. Monday in Pigott.
uate degree in medicine, osteoDeath."
pathy, dentistry, veterinary
The subject of the noon-time
"While concentratingon Heidtalk is titled "The International egger, perhaps the most outmedicine, or the religious ministry.
Conspiracy of the Catholic Es- standing Existential thinker .of
THIS, THE Army says, is "in
tablishment." The evening lec- the contemporary scene, Propolicy
ture will analyze "Aggiorna- fessor Wilhelmsen will also
keeping with the national
to discontinue post - graduate
mento True or False?"
range over other luminaries inFraser is a former Commu- cluding Kierkegaard and Hedraft deferments," except in vinist turned conservative. He is gel," notes Dr. Martin Larrey,
tal fields.
a journalist, author and teach- of the history department, who
Delays for cadets needing a uation," the directive adds.
fifth year to graduate will be
"Provision is made whereby er; he also edits the magazine is arranging the lecture.
considered on an individual ba- these cadets may apply and be called "Approaches."
Professor Wilhelmsen is the
sis with the recognition that granted a delay as exception to
The appearance of Fraser is author of six books covering a
many fields require more than policy to ensue that no individ- being sponsored by the New range of topics from sailing
ships, through epistemology and
four years to obtain a degree. ual is unjustly penalized."
Conservatives.

—

metaphysics. Twice a Fulbright
scholar, he has also held a Guggenheim grant for advanced
study in Spain and taught at
Al-Hikma Universityin Bagdad,
under the auspicies of the Department of State. He has lectured widely in the United
States, Mexico and Argentina.

Debate Scheduled
A debate on the morality and

effect of capital punishment between two faculty members
originally scheduled for noon
today has been postponed until
next Thursday.

Fr. Michael Toulouse, S.J., of
the philosophy department and
Mr. James McGuire of the business department will debate the

issue.
The debate is sponsored by
the New Conservatives. A question and answer period will follow the debate if time permits.
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Freshmen Find Campus Home

ODDS

By MOLLY McDONELL
Psychologists say that adjustment to college classes and activities is a most difficult time
in a student's life.

By

MIKE PALANDRI
Anyone who thinks that girls are weak, frilly little
things wasn't in Bellarmine dining room Monday night.
Suzanne Champoux, member of the fashion board, was
arm-wrestling with another coed. Sue lost the match,
then won the next, and was reigning champion until she
was disqualified and barred from further competition by the Saga

manager.

This week's on-campus quote comes from Bill Teglie, who was
asked by his girlfriend (of two years) when they would get married. His response: "I don't know— whenever Ifind the right girl."

PHONES ARE meant to convey messages without the necessity of making a trip. Housewives have been long known to abuse
this convenience and gossip with their friends for hours on end.
This mania seems to have spread to the college campus. People talk to their dates for hours before they go out, and talk to
them again for hours when they return. The phone system is overloaded enough as it is without this addedburden.
Some people don't even talk. Iam aware of one case where
the parties listened to each other breathe for one hour over the
phone before they decided to get together and see each other
breathe in person. It's an awfully long walk between Campion and
Bellarmine, but they must have felt that it was worth it.
FOR THOSE OF you who cannot distinguish between conservative dogmatism and subtle sarcasm, Marty Collins is not an
"N.C.B." (Nice Catholic Boy). To facilitate things in the future,
all letters will be labeled as to whether or not they are sarcastic.
If any of you who are radically conservative or liberal ever write
us a letter, please label it as to content, or we may not take you
seriously.

On the academic level most
freshmen agree that the work
in college is much more difficult than it was in high school.
One freshman girl noted that
"the necessity of individual effort was hard to get used to. In
the first quarter it seemed like
Iwas always behind."
HOWEVER, philosophy seems
to be a problem for those who
have never experienced Aristotle or St. Thomas Aquinas. A
member of the philosophy de-

partment commented that
"many freshmen do have trouble with their first quarter of
philosophy."
Another problem students
face, especially those from
small high schools, is the competition of a comparatively
petition of a comparatively
large school.
In discussing S.U. in particular, it was found that the freshmen are especially impressed
by the friendly atmosphere created by students and faculty

alike.

SOCIAL LIFE in a university
is bound to be quite different
than the average high school,
and S.U. freshmen have found
it pleasantly so. Students living
at Marycrest and Campion experience a life of new responsibilities and freedom as most of
them are living away from
home for the first time. There
are also many activities available to the freshman class so
that the dorm and town students
can get to know each other.
A girl living at Marycrest remarked that "the clubs that are
open to freshmen give us a
chance to meet other students

The Treasurer's Office has just arbitrarily decided to pay
work-students only once a month, instead of twice a month as previously. Isaid "arbitrarily," but there is a reason behind it: the
school is penny-pinching again, and this in an area in which they
feel that the least repercussions will appear.
MONEY IS saved in two ways. First, they can take advantage
of the extra 15-day time lapse to accrue a significant amount of
extra interest. Second, it takes time (and therefore money) to
make out the payroll. This, then, would cut the work-study payroll
expenses in half.
This is all well,but what about the students who must wait a
full month between paychecks? I'dlike to see the reaction if they
tried this to pull this stunt on the full-time employees. There would
be nothing left but Jesuits and nuns.
with similar interests."

Caritas Offers
Chance to Serve

Approximately 40 per cent of

all volunteers currently involved
in the Caritas program at the
St. Peter Claver Center are S.U.
students. The college students
act as tutors assisting low-

Blow Yourself
Up
"

POSTER SIZE

2 ft. x 3 ft.— only *495495 ppd.

Get your own BLO-UP Photo Poster. Send any black and
white or color photo from
" wallet size to 8" x 10" or any
negative from 2W x 2V4 to 4"x 5". We will send you a 2 ft.
by 3 ft. BLO-UP.

3 ft. x 4 ft.— only *7»* ppd.

Send any black and white or color photo from 4" x 5" to
8" x 10" or any negativefrom 2Vi" x3 W or 4" x 5". We wiII
send you a jumbo 3 ft. x 4 ft.BLO-UP.
Any printed document can similarly be made into giant
size posters-diplomas;drawings; programs; pop-art, etc.
Original returned undamaged.Poster is shipped rolled in
a sturdy self-store tube.
Send check or money order (no C.0.D.) to:

IVY ENTERPRISES, INC.

431-70th Street (Dept. 429 ), Guttenberg,N.J. 07093

graduating engineers,
chemists and physicists

achieving children from grades

one through 12. The low achievement does not mean a low IQ,
but usually is the result of a deprived background.
"To the S.U. student, the Caritas program is beneficial from
two directions," Walter T. Hubbard, executive director of Caritas, noted. "First of all, the

university student is equipped
with the type of talent to help
slow achievers; and secondly,
the experience of Caritas helps
him to understand the core of
the problem he confronts in light
of the whole community."
THE PROGRAM is carried out
on a one-to-one basis, one student for each tutor. Students
give two hours or more per
week in helping these youngsters.
Hubbard expressed the hope
that genuine friendships are
made between the students and
their tutors; he said that friendship is an amazing motivating
factor for these youngsters.
Hugh Bangasser, student tutor
chairman, is the campus coordinator of the program.Interested
persons are asked to come to
the Center, 1608 E. Jefferson, or
call for information at EA
5-3006. The Center is open from
9-9 Monday-Thursday,as well as
on Fridays and Saturdays at
other hours.

The Spectator

First Award, College Journalism, 1965—
Sigma Delta Chi
"All American" Award, Second Semester,
19oS-"66— Associated Collegiate Press
"Publication of Distinction" Award,
Catholic 'School Press Association,
1964, 1965, 1966
Published Wednesdays and Fridays during
the school year except on holidays and during final examinations by students of Seattle
University. Editorial and business offices at
The Spectator-Aegis Building, 825 Tenth Aye.,
Seattle, Wash. 98122. Second-class postage
paid at Seattle, Wash. Subscription: $4 a
year; close relatives, alumni, $2.75; Canada,
Mexico, $4.50; other foreign, $5.65; airmail
in U.S. $6.85.

the Navy's largest industrial complex:
the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard
tNJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You'll be challenged by the variety offered
in the design construction overhaul and
convers.on of Polaris missile submarines
guided missile frigates, destroyers aircraft
carners, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
ATS*
1

APPLY YOUR TALENTS TO IMPORTANT
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power,ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile systerns, marine/mechanical design, welding,
chemistry (analytical) and metallurgical inspection and test, qualityassurance, process

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.
L|VE |N THE fmED BAY AREA San Fran.
cisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
|ocated 4Q mj|es
Hunters Point Sap
Francisco
and
Mare
Island
in Vallejo, Call.
Each |ocatjon has read* access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the Pacific to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

Representative on Campus
FEBRUARY 29, 1968
for interview, contact your placement office
An Equal Opportunity Employer.U.S. Citizenship Required.
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Express Opinions

Margie McDonald eyes posters.

By FRED BARNES

ASSU First Vice President

By LARRY INMAN

Friends, fellow students, and
countrymen. Ifirmly believe

that the time has come for all
concerned and responsible students to come to

It is my contention that everjr= interested,

fee paying student has the right
to expect satisfaction of his par- the aid of their University.
ticular interests through an efIn the "real world" outside
ficient and knowledgable stuminds, humanity is in bonour
government.
dent
dage. In making this statement
We must respect the right of Iam mindful of the poet who
every individual to demand per- said, "Iron bars do not a prison
formance on the part of the make." I see men imprisoned
ASSU in supplying him with a and enslaved by apathy, and inparticular benefit through his difference,
attitudes that exquarterly fee. Whether it be phil- press such sentiments as, "I'm
osophy or intramurals we must too busy
Idon't want to get
attempt to offer, at least finanor such expresinvolved
..."
cially, assistance in satisfying sions as, "Well, what can Ido
his need or desire. For this rea- about it? After all Iam just one
by THOM O'ROURKE
son Ipropose the following 7 person!"
points as exemplary of my inThe student senate of S.U.has
IT SEEMS to me that a stutentions to "offer something for
been considered a motely coldent body is like a man. "Until
everybody."
lection of self-important individit
its own talents, involves
1. A RESTRUCTURING of the itsuses
uals who enjoy a one-hour Romembers,
takes pride in its
ASSU to increase efficiency history and loves its own membert's Rules of Order semBy DENNIS HEALY
and decrease operational ories, it can never fulfill itself
inar each Sunday. Recently,
In the tradition of great first however, this appearance has
expenses.
its destiny in life com2. A student operated bank on and
vice presidents of the past at changed, to the point where they
pletely."
campus run in coordination
S.U., with your support Ihope arenow understanding the probTherefore, I
ask you sincerely
with the member banks on today, are you
to carry on in the legislatureof lems and questions of we stusatisfied with
of
trustees.
the board
the student government. The job dents who pay our $360 per
university life as it is now? Do
renewal
Organizational
3.
for
of first vice president is to guide quarter tuition fees.
special events programs you feel a sense of personal inthe student government in legisin its affairs?
The image of the position of
with emphasis on free en- volvement
lative matters as chairman of first vice president has often
FUTURE
leaders of tomorrow,
polittertainmentand noted
the senate.
offer
a choice, a responsiyou
been one of supervising andgovI
speakers.
ical
Ihave had great interest in erning 20 or so co-workers. In
4. Meal tickets for town stu- ble decision: are we going to
student government, and as a running for this office, Ihope
dents who eat lunch on continue as we are now or will
you, the student body, give me
senator have presented much to advance a program of co- mediator. Given the correct
campus.
legislation, pursued issues for ordination and direction to
the opportunity to bring to this
EXTRACURRICULAR,
op5.
approach
and the proper supcampus a new kind, a new qualthe betterment of the students, achieve more tangible, practical
tional,
n on-a ccredited
port, a compromise situation
and conveyedmy enthusiasm by results.
a new era of student govcourses in contemporary ity,
ernment? No, not something
my attendance and constant inmay be worked out to satisfy
For instance sem- radical,
fields.
but perhaps away from,
terest in the senate.
AN EXAMPLE of this now both parties.
inar courses on civil rights,
would be our near-powerless
Vietnam, moral issues etc. or in addition to, the traditional
OTHER THAN the senate, I Judicial Board. To enlarge its
THESE ARE only a few ideas
6. Establishment of concrete undertakings of past student
feel I
have shown my leadership scope, a closer conjunction with of this office which Ihave,
and practical norms for the governments. You alone must
and responsibility in various as- the Inter-Dorm Council would which Ihonestly feel can be
If elected, Iplan to:
distribution of the activities decide.
Explore
1.
pects of student affairs: Iwas increase effectiveness and the employed on this campus. With
the possibility of
fee with special emphasis
a delegateto the leadership con- power of each of these bodies. the new Taylor-Vaughters proalternatives to outright towing
equal
on
distribution.
ferences; served on the ExecuIn respect to other student posals, and the fact that the
7. Co-ordination with the pres- away of student automobiles.
2. Bring to the campus an
tive Board of my freshman problems, a student feeling a ASSU allocates and spends
ent core critique committee
class; worked on the Election certain sitution is not giving about $60,000 of the students'
in setting up a stable and "enrichment center."
Board, and the Homecoming the results that our particular money each year, Ifeel that a
3. Promote cooperative and
annual program for evalucommittees of 1967 and 1968. I dollars and cents should pro- responsible, mature job is owed
ation and student oriented competitive intellectual particiam presently the publicity di- vide, then should refer it to the to the students.
recommendations for ad- pation with sister institutions of
rector of Spirits and was gen- student government to act as a
ministrative improvement. higher learningin the city.
Ifeel that Ican do this job.
eral chairman of freshman ori- that there is much desire to
change it, Iwill call a constituentation this year.
tional convention this spring.
president,I
hope
As first vice
This
convention will enable the
to continue planning a joint
voice
bank on campus which has met students to personally
together
we
opinions
their
and
approval
with great
and enthusiasm from our president, Fr. can form anew ruling guideline.
TogetherI
believe wecan conFitterer.
tinue building a better Seattle
hope you will give
SINCE Ifeel that our present University. I
constitution is archaic, weak, me your support as your next
and has many loop-holes, and first vice president.
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The Seattle Symphony Orchestra
Milton Katims, Music Director and Conductor
through the cooperation of the

Olympia Brewing Company

"

"

Olympia Off-Campus Concert

3 P.M.
SEATTLE OPERA HOUSE
SUNDAY. MARCH 3.1968
Sung Sook Lee, Soprano— Young, Prize-winning Korean Coloratura
"Star of the Future"
Popular prices

...

—

informal dress

— BoxesTickets
—available at the Opera House Box Office —
$3.25 Loges and Main Floor $2.25 Balcony $1.75
NO RESERVED SEATS
■

...

R0BIN$0N
TOM
A$$U TREA$URER

" Bridals

IMS
" Formate
1522 5th Ave.,Seattle
723 West Riverside, Spokane
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ASSU Treasurer

AWS Job Seekers

with such communication. In
effect Ihope to give you a
greater voice in how your money is eventually spent.
This position demands a responsible person, one who will
work for you daily, and Ipersonally feel that Ihave both the
qualifications and the determination to fulfill the duties that
will be demanded.
I
ask you to see the increasing
responsibilities of student government. Iask you to elect officers who will meet these responsibilities.I
ask you for your
support.

By TOM ROBINSON
To represent the students in
the area of finance is the predominant role of the ASSU treasurer. Maintaining the accounts,
regulating financial policies,
drawing up the budget, and the

By MIKE McGUIGAN
managed
ber of A Phi 0, and I
The position of ASSU treasurto kick a few goals for the
er onour campushas often been
soccer team.
termed the most important in
As your treasurer Iintend to
student government. And justly
have open financialboard meetso, for the simple reason that it responsibility for the ASSU ings to enable a representative
is the treasurer who is respon- properties and monies are also of the clubs and activities to
sible for the spending of your under the jurisdiction of the present their requests directly
to the board. The investigation
money; for there is neither a treasurer.
flowing campaign promise nor
I am a junior majoring in of increasing the limit of the
a traditional event which can be business, and therefore Ihave amount of checks cashed on
successful without proper fin- the qualifications to fulfill the campus is in order.
position. Iwas chairman of the
ancial management.
Iamaware that the ASSU will
As treasurer Iwould like to ASSU Winter Formal this year, undergo changes throughout the
see you, the student body, bet- as vice president of the Junior coming year, and Iwill make
ter informed on the finances of Class; Ialso worked as publi- myself available to initiate and
all levels of student government city co-chairman of Frosh Ori- aid in these changes to insure
and Iwould work to provide you entation. Iam an active mem- a better student government.

AWS First Vice President
By JEANIE MALLETTE
Women students do not realize their power. Too many ideas
from new activities for town
students
to revision of the dress
— are
code
discarded because
they seem impossible to put into
action.
AWS,

the cabinet of women

us.
By MARVA STANLEY
Iam running for AWS vice
president to put interest back
into the AWS. The AWS has no
support from the women students because it doesn't do anything.
The reason it doesn't do anything is because it doesn't have
any power, and the reason it
doesn't have any power is because it doesn'thave any money.
THE ASSU receives $20.01 per
year of our fee money to run
student government and to allot
to organizations. Of this, the
AWS, the largest organization
on campus, receives $.74 per
girl per year. This is not suf-

SECONDLY, AWS must also

nication between the AWS and
the women students. Iwould
like to see the AWS "come
alive" and be the association of
women students which really
does represent ALL women students.
As publicity director, Icould
help AWS become what it really
should be intwo ways:
1. Proper publicity for all AWS
events and events sponsoredby
the various women's clubs on

campus.
2. As a representative on the
AWS Cabinet and Executive
Committee, it is the duty of publicity director to introduce new
and better ideas and to help
formalize these ideas.
During my two years at S.U.
Ihave held various positions
which Ifeel have enabled me to
hold such a responsibility. These

—

leaders on campus, exists as
the channel through which ideas
are discussed and coordinated,
and policy changes presented to
the dean of women. If elected
Iwould work to make women
students, especially freshmen,
aware of what AWS can do for

By MICHELLE HARVEY
As the Association of Wemeh
Students, the AWS should represent every woman on campus.
However, Ihave found that in
my two years at S.U. there has
been a definite lack of commu-

By KATHY LITAKER
Isee that there is a rising
feeling on this campus by students for Dynamic Changes in
the policies governing the modern coed. Ihave worked for
the past year as a junioradviser
at Marycrest and have listened
daily to the voice of change.
The general undertones of unrest are for liberalized hours, a
modernization of the dress code
and for reexamination of the
dorm policies. Ihave been
caught up in the enthusiasm
that these modern coeds are
generating on this campus and
have decided to do something
about it by running for AWS
publicity director.
Ifeel that something must be
done to carry out the wants of
the coed and the place for this is
AWS. This past year the ground
work has been laid for AWS to
become the voice of the coed on

this campus.
The potential is there, but it
must be utilized by officers who
are:
will put aside their personal
views and will work unbiased
1. SPURS
2. Freshman Orientation for what the coed wants and by
the coed herself who will vote
Events Chairman
for officers who see the need
Spirits
3.
Homecoming Display for Dynamic
Changes.
Co-chairman
4. Co-chairman of Publicity tion that I
feel Ican offer to
and Entertainment for Annual you
is that, as a woman student
Regional SPUR Convention.
of S.U., Ihave seen needs for
5. Co-chairman of 1968 Home- changes and improvements
in
coming Committee.
the AWS and want to see these
before they are presented to the
The most important qualifica- improvements enacted.
meeting, publication of background information on proposed
policy changes at least two
weeks before they are put on

be made more meaningful to
members of the cabinet. It has
to mean more than just another
set of meetings to attend, and
rather a great deal of thought
and outside discussion of these the agenda.
ideas with the groups they repMY QUALIFICATIONS in
resent. Iwould work to impress elude: freshman class senator,
each cabinet member with the officer in Burgundy Bleus Drill
seriousness of her responsibility team, chairman of Marycrest
to represent the women stu- Tolo Booth. Iam presently the
dents.
president of Spurs and also atConcrete things can be done tended the Leadership Conferto further this end complete ence.
orientationof each new member
My greatest qualification is a
including the methods of parlia- very sincere interest in making
mentary procedure, appointed AWS meaningful for every
committees to investigate ideas woman student at S.U.

Job Sought
- Director's
SEELY
turnout for

—

Bob Yick's Views

ficient.
If the AWS took over the
budgeting for the women's orBy 808 VICK
ganizations and for the dorms,
SEATTLE WANTS TO HEAR
they would have a lot more FROM US. The responsibility
money to work with, without im- of the publicity directordoes not
pinging on the money that the end "on campus."
Another big
ASSU uses to conduct its busi- concern to him
how we are
is
ness. The AWS would then have projected to the city of Seattle
the authority to set standards
surrounding areas.
and make suggestions, that if and
example,
For
atnot followed, would result in the tentionshown consider the
S.U. as a result of
withholding of funds.
the Marathon Football Game or
the movingof First Hill's friendTYRANNY? Perhaps, but it liest barber shop. This
type of
would evoke letters to the edi- publicity
can be obtained in
tor, appearances at the AWS ofand every endeavor we set
fice and cabinet meetings, and each
sights on.
our
next year, when it is time to file
All the media of
for offices, there will be nine tion are open to us.communicaRadio stapeople to file for each office,
KJR and KOL are eager
tions
instead of nine for the whole to hear from the Chieftains at
AWS. Interest and enthusiasm the corner of Broadway and
cannot come without dissent and
Seattle's two major
disagreement, but these are Madison.
newspapers, to say nothing of
healthy signs of people at work, the T.V. stations, have always
and Iwelcome them.
been responsive to our every
Iam qualified to run for this wish.
office. Iam an officer in GamAs publicity director Iwould
mas, a floor officer at Bellar- make every possible effort to
mine, and a member of the Bel- establish the contacts necessary
larmine Activities Board. I'm to exploit these media to the
also on the S.U. girls' basket- fullest.
balland tennis teams.
"On Campus" the publicity

By PAUL
The anticipated

our recent primary elections rekindled my faith that the word
"apathy" is but a word and not
a "contagious feeling."
At this time Iconsider it only
fitting to thank those who have
so doggedly supported me and
willcontinue to do so.
The arrow of my campaign is
directed to the individual and
aims for a more unifying campus atmosphere. The answer to
my success and yours will be
expressed at the polls. Please
vote.

4^| PROVEN
■-qgfr

f IST* ¥
director find that he is the garbage man of the ASSU. Anything not directly handled by
the other officers is cast at the
publicity man. It is in this area
that my experience from working closely with the last three
publicity directors will help.
To sum up myself as a candidate, Iam qualifiedand willing
to serve you to the utmost of my
capacity.

in

Responsibility
Dedication

ELECT

DENNIS
HEALY
ASSU Ist VICE PRESIDENT
Paid Adv.
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Coeds Vie for Secretary
By PATTIE BROWN
As your candidate for ASSU
secretary, Ican and will offer
to you the standard but important qualities of experience,caring, and knowledge.
Yet Ialso will offer that
which must be a quality of any
future ASSU officer—adaptability. The demands on student
government are changing and
consequently so are the demands on student officers.
ALTHOUGH the position of
secretary is, for the most part,
a non-policy one, it is nevertheless imperativethat this position
as well be able to adapt to the
changes around it.

AWS Secretary Race

As this year's Executive Secretary Ihave proven my office
management capabilities and,
through my other school activities, Ihave shown my constant
interest in student government
and the qualities necessary to
meet and implement the challenges of the position of ASSU
secretary.

IPROMISE you changes in
general office procedures; I
promise you increased student
involvement through the generated use of ASSU office facilities, and Ipromise you a secretary willing and eager to
adapt.

AWS President Outlines
Goals for Administration
By ALISON FRY
S.U. students are demandinga
modern, progressive atmosphere
in academics as well as in student rights. Women want changes in resident policies, more
opportunities for cultural stimulation, increasedinformation on

Mondus-Quan

Preview Tonight
In Pigott Aud.

secretary.

As AWS assumed this year the
responsibilitiesof a policy-formulating board it gained the ability to bring women students the
policies and facilities they want
on campus.Changes are needed,
and with responsible handling
(as exemplified in the Bellarmine proposals) change can oc-

By MARSHA WHALEN
Iwould like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to
you. Iam Marsha Whalen and
Iam a candidate for AWS sec-

retary.

My primary reason for running is that the women students
do not identify themselves with
the AWS. AWS, as it stands, is
something foreign and unknown
to them. Why should anyone
identify with an unknown?

cur.

future careers, and above all,
effective, representative leadership. Without proven leaders
who can feel the demands of
the students as well as establish
communication lines with administrators, any possibility of
change or progress is stifled.
These are some of the goals I

By MARY JO LOGAN
Total involvement has been
the story of my life at S.U. these
last three years. Among other
activities Iwas one of the three have in mind for AWS this year:
general chairmen for Frosh Ori1. INCREASED power in formentation, was secretary to the
Political Union and Financial ulating and passing women's
Board and this year Iserved as policies. Ithink this is possible
if we consistently exhibit reASSU Comptroller.
The ASSU Secretary is an im- sponsible judgment.
2. Formulate a revised womportant link in the chain of communication between the students en's dress code.
and their ASSU officers. She
3. Update AWS constitutionmust be responsible in her work redefine cabinet membership,
with the officers while remain- reconsider qualifications for
ing responsive to the students office.
she encounters. This demands
4. Create a more stimulating
that she be personable as well
as efficient in order to meet the
needs of both sides of the chain.
Realizing this dual role of the
ASSU Secretary Iask you to
consider both these qualities
when making your decision.

By TONI CLARK
Listening to and living with
the discontent among women
students on campus has lead me
to run as an AWS candidate for

atmosphere.For example,a series of speakers and discussions
that concern you and your future.

5. INVITE town women to use
dorm facilities and attend dorm
functions, such as the abovementioned discussions.
Ifeel that most of these items
can be completed during spring
quarter, besides finishing the
revision of dorm policies. Next
year will include many more
changes and new things toward
an effective AWS.

IN ORDER to make the AWS
meaningful to rhe women stuCONSIDERING the climate dents on this campus, it is
new among the women on cam- necessary for
to know
pus Isupport a revision of the what AWS is, them it entails,
what
dress code, facilities in the and
how they can become acdorms for informal entertaining, tively involved in it.
facilities in the dorms for beThis information is known by
tween-meal cookng, new consideration of the needs of the town a select few. AWS has a trestudent on campus, and panels mendous amount of influence
and discussions directed with the and authority that it can wield
to cope with student demands.
woman inmind.
How
can we demand at all withspoken
Ihave
of "feminine re- out knowing
what we have a
bellion." It expresses a spirit right
to demand? Iwould proof change directed to what the
woman wantsat S.U. It acknowl- pose that:
edges the sometimes slow, but
1. A PAMPHLET be distriefficient and thorough channels
buted to women students
we have to make changes on the
stating the policies and the
university level.
power of the AWS and how
Experience as an adviser at
they can contribute to it.
Marycrest, on the AWS board
2. The Emphasis forecast
and on the Student Health Cenevents rather than tell how
ter committeehas shown me the
they went after they have
exciting chances there are for
taken place.
effective changes. While qualified as a secretary I
see my pri2. The Spectator have greater
mary role in AWS to promote
coverage of AWS functions
representative change in the
and the role it plays in the
woman'slife at S.U.
lives of the AWS.

Priscilla Plans to Bake AWS

"Modus-Quan," preview to the
May Black Arts Festival, will
be presented by the Student InBy PRISCILLA PRUGSBY
My qualifications are impres- from home, where our parents
An early morning fire caused volvement League and Negro
minor smoke damge to a trash performing artists tonight from
Iam running for the office sive, and Ipromise that if given and alumni will be assured that
storeroom on Campion Tower's 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. and from 7:30 of Bake Sale Chairman of the support from my constituents, its present dynamic Chieftain
tenth floor this Sunday. Floor to 10:00 p.m. in Pigott Auditoriacademicians will receive nothmoderators used fire extinguish- um. Tickets will sell for 50 AWS for 1968-69. My platform is the AWS will have the most ef- ing but the best from me, the
ers to put out the blaze which cents to students and one dol- more communication and less ficient, adaptable,rebellious Custodian of S.U.'s Carbohybroke out in trash cans about lar to adults at the Chieftain disheartening, anarchy and/or bake sales heretofore observed drates.
apathy.
4 a.m.
and at the door.
on this campus, our home away
Ihave taken a nutrition course
in preparation for this office
which Ihope to soon be installed
for. In fact, never will Iserve
milk with my brownies be they
friend or foe to my constitutents, knowing the little known
and/or followed imperative that
chocolate will precipate out the
calcium in the milk.
IT'S A GAS!
Never let it be said that Iwill
allow dogmatic stagnation to ocAdvantages. How does the following grab you
cur in this small but nevertheless vital part of the AWS, and
Starting salary $9,634 up
through This Very Heart Of The
Haircuts 30c
School, to every single soul for
Gas at 14c a gallon
Christ on this campus which I
Free base housing and utilities, if not readily
hold so
to my unapathetic

Fire Extinguished

ENGINEERS B.S. M.S. in EE
and/or Physics go Overseas

the

FORUM

722 E. PIKE

—

It's Leap Year

available a housing allowance is provided.
Commissary, Exchange, and Officer Club Privileges.
Separate maintenance allowance of $1,250 to
$3,700.
Free shipment of household effects and private

heart.

CLASSIFIED

vehicle.

Recreational trips to Thailand, Hong Kong,
Japan and Taiwan.
Inexpensive domestic help available.
Plus many more advantages.

—

Sounds like Val halla well we call it SUBIC BAY, PHILIPPINES and
design installation of communications systems is our bag.
For more information contact your Placement Office for interview
appointment with Mr. George T. Mitchell, Chief Engineer, Shore Electronics Department. Mr. Mitchell will be available for interviews
28 and 29 February from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
SIGN UP IN DEAN OF ENGINEERING'SOFFICE
BANNONIIB

dear

LEAD HER IN FOR A

Pre-Tolo Party!
TONIGHT 6-8

MISCELLANEOUS
Non-commercial KRAB
107.7 FM
TYPING: 3 pages $1.00. MA 3-1461.
THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

WANTED SOULS: Those interested in
a student dialogue are invited to

partake in Sunday Mass at 10 a.m.

L.A. and the discussion following.

The general topic: What Does

STILL THE
SPOT TO BE!

SUNDAY: HAPPY HOUR 4-6
TUESDAY: GIRL'S NIGHT

Christ Mean in My Life?

WANTED: People to agree with me
that the registrars' office is FUBAR.
For enrollment in SUS, phone EA
2-7167.
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McDonald Gets 20 More:

Chambers, Party Win Big Games
Unfortunate Incidents

Garfield, Olympics, Etc.
By TERRY ZAREMBA

It is safe to state that today the domestic issue that
causes the most concern is the race question in all its
ramifications There is no doubt that the Negro in the
U.S. is still considered to be in a lower caste by all too
many whites.
However, one field in which the Negro has traditionally excelled and has been increasingly accepted is
athletics. That is why several incidents that have occurred lately in the realm of athletics seem very inconsistent.
THE FIRST unfortunate and puzzling situation involves Seattle high school basketball. Garfield High
School, which is located just over the hill from S.U. in
the heart of the Negro ghetto, has produced consistently
good basketball teams for many years. But because of
the actions of Garfield students, the whole Seattle high
school athletic program isin danger.
Continual rowdyism at Garfield games, including an
incident in which a Garfield student threatened an
opposing cheerleader with a gun, has elicited a statement
from Forbes Bottomly, Seattle School Superintendent,
that all sports may have to be discontinued. Iam not
saying that Garfield students have caused all the trouble
recently, but it is a fact that "crowd control problems"
occur regularly at Garfield games.
ANOTHER UNFORTUNATE situation has arisen
which has attracted international interest and disgust.
That is the proposed boycott of the Olympic games by
United States Negro athletes.
The leaders of the boycott suggest that the withdrawal of the Negro athletes will draw worldwide attention to the plight of the Negro in the U.S. But its chief
effect, it seems to me, will be to deprive many Negro
men and women of the chance to win an Olympic gold
medal, which is universally acknowledged as a great
honor.
A third incident that comes to mind is the "Presley
Affair" which shook the University of California (Berkeley) campus recently. It seems that Bob Presley, a
Negro from Detroit, did his best to humiliate Cal basketball coachRene Herrerias.
CONSIDERING THE circumstances, it would seem
that Presley's actions were, at best, uncalled for. Despite
a stormy career in Detroit high schools at which he
caused considerable trouble, Presley was given a chance
to play basketball for a junior college in California.
The 6-ft.-10 Presley was impressive in J.C. play and
the athletic department at Berkeley enabled Presley to
be admitted to the University under a specialrule whereby students with less than usual academic requirements
could enroll.
So Presley was given the chance to attend one of the
finest universities in the world at no expense to himself
other than some effort in the classroom and on the basketball court. Evidentally he gave effort in neither place
and instead concentrated (successfully) on humiliating
Herrerias.
Irealize in all the above cases, especially the "Presley affair," that the unfortunate actions were perpetrated by individuals and not the Negro race. But the
fact is that these actions will certainly throw more fuel
on the already hot fire of strained race relations in this
country.

And, as has been pointed out, these incidents happened in the realm of athletics where the Negro has enjoyedprestige for many years.

International
Club Meets

The Chambers and Party both
pulled away from their opponents to score relatively easy
wins in Wednesday intramural
games. The Chambers clubbed
the Nads 53-38 and the Party
spliced the Justice League 5134.
The Nads jumped ahead to
take an early lead but Scott Mc-

Donald and the Chambers soon
had the edge. By halftime the
score was 33-21 and the game
was over for all practical purposes.

THE CHAMBERS held their
advantage in the second half
despite occasional Nad splurges.
McDonald had 20 points for the
Chambers and Andy Bruks and
Tim Burke tacked on 17 apiece.
Pat Matriotti notched 15 for the

Nads.

The Party-Justice League
game was close for the entire
first half. A last second basket
by Steve McCarthy gave the
Party a tenuous 23-20 lead at

halftime.

A FLURRY of unanswered FAST BREAK: John Kriss of the Justice League goesup
baskets in the second half pro- for a lay-up while Ed Macke of the Party tries to stop
pelled the Party to a more stable lead and they won going him. The Party eventually won the game 51-34.
Spectator photo by Emmett Lane
away. McCarthy had 15 for the
Party and Ned Dolesji poured in
13. Jim Vail had 10 points and
John Kriss 9 for the beleaguer-

—

ed Leaguers.
In the night's first game the
Sixth Floor made shambles of
the Banchees, 51-31. Jerry
D'Ambrosio had 11 points for
the winners, but Clay Kirn of
the Banchees was the game's
leading scorer with 14.

ALSO THE Trillos destroyed
the Invaders, 47-40. Tom West
and Tom Gormaneach collected
13 pints for the Trillos and Ron
Ching pumped in 17 for the Invaders.
Tomorrow the Engineers and
Satyrs face off at 1 p.m., at 2
p.m. the Born Losers and Chiefs

match shooting and at 3 p.m.
the Party entertains the Poi

Pounders.

Three Games Left
The S.U. Chieftains have
only three more games to
play to complete their sea-

son. On Thursday the Chiefs
face Gonzaga in Spokane in
their last home game of the
year.
They then return home to
play their last two games. A
week from tomorrow Utah
State come to town for an
afternoon game that will be
broadcast locally on television. The game starts at 1:45
p.m. and the athletic department is hoping for a large

<^MfJlrtternational (Henter-f>rJlcademic J&esGatr.H
AVRNtJE

IW2 COMMONWEALTH
HOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 0213:.

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential
in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research
proud that these outstanding instructional techniques
have shown proven results for decades.

are

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after
exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back
guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you
have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably,
your money will be completely refunded.
Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price
thereafter $3.95 per course.

For personalized assitance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Aye.
Boston, Mass. 02135

student turnout to put before

the television cameras.
The last game is against
Texas -El Paso on Monday,
March 4. The Miners will be
out to avenge the loss they
suffered last Saturday to the
Chiefs inEl Paso.

Tennis, Baseball, Golf, Crew
Teams To Begin Practicing

Members of the newly formed
International Relations Club
met Monday and elected offiThe spring sports teams have in top shape as he has particicers.
already begun or will soon be- pated in several winter tournaThe officials include Jerry gin practice for their fast-ap- ments.
Chiprut, president; George proaching competition dates.
The golf team began qualifyCoach Eddie O'Brien's base- ing Monday. Coach Tom Page
Pernsteiner, vice president;
holding in- has some good prospects alLucy Edwards, treasurer, and ballers have been
door practice sessions since though the mentor lost several
Rett Louis, secretary.
Monday. The inclement weather excellent golfers through gradAfter his election, Jerry Chip- has forced the team to keep the uation.
Crew, which is now officialrut appointed committee chair- practices in the gym.
The tennis team under Coach ly a varsity sport, will soon bemen. They include Bob Kovall,
Cliff Hedger sports some fine gin daily training for their
publicity chairman; Albert Arm- talent this year including
na- spring regattas. Jim Gardiner
strong, speaker chairman, and tionally-ranked Tom Gorman. and Charles Mclntyre coach the
Bill Abbey, raffle chairmain.
Gorman should enter the season oarsmen.

Please include:
Name
Address
City
Zip Code
College, or U
Course:
I
2.
3
4.
5

State

Last semesters average:
I
2

3.
4.
5

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20%
discount for groups of ten or more. Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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S.U. Artist's View:

Modern Art Seen Best by Individual Interpretation
By PAULA LASCHOBER
What is modern art? This is
an often asked question which

Brother Richard Ibach, wellknown at S.U. for his artistic
ability, attempted to answer
last Tuesday in McHugh Hall.
As a guest lecturer sponsored
by Mv Sigma, S.U.s Fine Arts
club, Brother Ibach expounded
informally concerning his insights and experiences in the
realm of the seemingly elusive
art of today
As for a succinct definition of
modern art, he said its formulation is impossible. The best
we can say is that it is "a
search, an experiment." An artist asks: "Am I valid in what

I'm doing?" And part of the tion, Brother Ibach used the
analogy of a tree: the trunk is
search is to continue on.
"Art today is the glorification the artist, the bows are the
of technique." Over and over, painting; the roots are the
Brother Ibach stressed this im- senses of the artist, through
portant facet of modern art. He
and gains its
feels that it's not so much what which the art lives
an artist does but how he does nourishment. That the artist init. An important concept in the terprets rather than copies realarea of technique is the rela- ity is evident from the fact that
tionship of one material to an- no one expects the roots to be
other; e.g. when one puts leath- exactly the same as the fruit.
er next to glass, it affects the
Besides "an awareness that
everything is beautiful," a necsenses in a certain way.
essary component of an artist's
"ART IS an attempt to define ability is design sensitivity. To
reality." But this definition is illustrate the problem of sensian individual search for "my tive design, Brother Ibach used
view, my reality." To stress the an analogy of a grain of sand.
effect of individual interpreta- The problem is to place the

...

grain of sand in the ocean, and
to place it in the one spot which
is most pleasing. But where is
that place? This is the sensitivity with which the artist works.
To find the place, he experiments with lines: nervous, masculine and feminine, conflicting.

his work seems slightly unconventional, but certainly intriguing. He says he just turns on
the radio and waits for an idea,
a reaction; or he takes paint,
and starts with one "fantastic
drip." He also finds sources of
inspiration in that chalk dust
patterns after a professor has
erased a blackboard, or the
ANOTHER part of the artist's writing on the walls in a public
sensitivity is colors and how washroom. For instance, the
they affect each other. Why latter inspired his painting called "My Grace Is Sufficient,"
should he be distracted with the which
was on display in his rerealism of a tree, for instance?
Rather, he tries to get involved cent exhibit in the library. Thus,
just with the motion of color. from something vulgar grew
Thus, the design "makes" mod- something beautiful. The important thing is that one must let
ern art.
his
canvas "talk" to him and
Brother Ibach's approach to keep his imagination open.

pointed out
BROTHER Ibach ,
that the major question asked
about any work of art if. What
does it mean? First to be taken
into consideration is that there
are two types of art: one is
beautiful and says something at
the same time; but one who
asks the question of a work of
modern art has probably "missed the boat." It usually has no
interpretation other than "I like
it."
One of the problems in understanding the "meaning" of modern art is the communication of
emotion in terms of the universal. In other words, since no
two people see things the same
way, the reaction to a work of
modern art could reflect a multitude of various emotions or
lack of the same. For Brother
Ibach, "It hurts when people
don't catch the message."
Has Brother Ibach discovered
the sensitivity which he claims
is so necessary? Has he perfected the design? To us who
viewhis work, he seems to have
developed an intriguing style all
his own. Yet, he says he is still

...

Some say we specialize in power
power for propulsion power for

searching.

Letters
The Naked Truth
To the editor:
RE: Lee Sachs vs. Martin Col-

lins vs. Eric Slind vs. Michael
Coolen. In case you're interested
Lee Sachs was sarcastic,
Martin Collins wrote with irony,
Eric Slind added a paragraph to
Collins letter and Michael Coolen
didn't understand.

...
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It might be said, instead, that we specializein people,for
we believe that people are a most
importantreason for our company's success. We act
on that belief.
We select our engineersand scientists carefully.Motivate
them well. Give them the equipmentand facilities only a

leader can provide.Offer them company-paid,
graduate-educationopportunities.Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

Youcould be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success if you have a 8.5., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL " AERONAUTICAL " ELECTRICAL
" CHEMICAL " CIVIL " MARINE " INDUSTRIAL
" PHYSICS " CHEMISTRY " METALLURGY
"ENGINEERING
"
" STATISTICS
MATHEMATICS
" CERAMICS
"
COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING SCIENCE
" ENGINEERING
MECHANICS.
And wecould be the big reason for your success. Consult
your collegeplacement officer— or write Mr. William L.
Stoner, EngineeringDepartment,Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

...

NCG

Obscure Obvious
To the editor:
Unfortunately, Mr. Coolen seems
to have retained from his former
English teacher only his "ability
to grasp the obvious." Either his
familiarity with the quote he uses
is limited or he has an unusual

definition of "paraphrase" which
includes changing authors.
Iam not sure that Shakespeare
would appreciate being credited
with the lines, "A little learning
is a dang'rous thing; / Drink deep,
or taste not the Pierian spring."
They happen to have been written by Alexander Pope in his
"Essay on Criticism." Pope
would not likely appreciate the
confusion either.
Patricia Hollahan

S.U. Poets

Will Read
Own Work

.MmtJM Pratt & Whitney fiireraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

H
An EqualOpportunity Employer

A student poetry reading is
scheduled for Tuesday, 7:30
p.m. in the Chieftain lounge,
to be sponsored by the S.U.
Writers' Club.
Students who will read original poems are Katherine
Acheson, Bill Reedy, Sussane
Carsen and Brian Quigley.
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Paid Adv.

CO-ORDINATION

SMOKES
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Today

-RESULTS-

Jjfjc

ELECT

Activities

>

i]

Is the SacredHeart really a transplant?

I.D. PLEASE

-

FIRESIDE CHATS

tKije Cellar

Dorm-Tolo, 9 p.m. midnight,
Hagen's Barn in Renton. Bids on
sale in Chieftain, $3.25.

Sunday

Between Madison & Union on 14th

Activities

DANCING

Gamma Sigma Phi Membership
Tea, 2-4 p.m., Bellarmine Snack
Bar.

FRIDAY:

Monday

THOM O'ROURKE
-ASSH Ut Vice PreAident

Happy Hour 1-4 p.m.

Meetings
Town Girls, 7 p.m., Chieftain.

Tuesday

Meetings

Writers' Club, Student Poetry
Reading, 7:30-8:30 p.m., Chieftain
Lounge.

Relatively speaking, there are two sure-fire ways
to success: 1) Be a famous scientist. 2) Make friends
with a good bank. 99

Paid Adv.

80l LOOK AHEAD
PATTIE BROWN
ASSU SECRETARY

§

Shake hands with NBofC. Open an NBofC Special Checking Account. No minimum balance required. No regular
monthly charges. Pay only a dime a check when you
write five or more checks a month. It's the scientific
way to keep track of your money.

NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
l

MEMBER f EDfRAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

" DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO

Mb000

SENIOR CLASS
TOAST
TO SENIOR "HOOPERS"

MARCH
- 4th

AFTER OUR LAST GAME

*1.00
re-son

"

AGAINST TEXAS WESTERN

AT THE

Rl
IIE RAM
if\
PLVJI
DAMJV

"+

LIVE BANJO MUSIC
—SINS ALONG!
ALL YOU CAN DRINK!
POLK SINGERS!

/

